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Abstract:
After a severe flood that has occurred in South of Morocco last year (October), a
monitoring system based on the use of Satellite data from EU-Copernicus program, has
been set up. It allows following coastline evolution and can be used for further
estimation of sediment transport rates.
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1. Introduction
An exceptional flood has occurred at the end of October 2016 in the South of Morocco
(Laayoune). The river (oued) peak flow has been estimated at 8 times the value that was
foreseen for a 50-year return period flood. A dam was built in 1992 at 12km from the
shoreline to serve as reservoir for the water needs of town of Laayoune (about 100.000
inhabitants) and to reinject water into the aquifer to limit intrusion of salt waters. The
dam as well as main infrastructures downstream, have been destroyed by the flood. A
coastal infrastructure was under study in the axis of the flood, and the construction site
and existing coastal road has been significantly impacted. After the flood an expertise
has been ordered to ACRI, to make the analysis of the sedimentary situation, to check
whether the coastline is back to a “stable’ state and to investigate remediation actions to
re-start the construction site. We present here the use of Earth Observation from
Satellite mission which has been used to monitor the coastline evolution and the
sediment flux since the flood event (one year ago)
2. Materials and methods
Few years ago, the European Commission has launched the Copernicus program (in
continuation of GMES activities) in order to ensure a European consistent and
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sustaainable meaans of obserrvations of the environ
nment. In situ data andd satellite (Earth
(
Obseervation) innformation of all natuure are avaailable for air,
a land, rrisk, coastal and
marinne monitoriing. The Co
opernicus prrogram is in
ntended to last
l for at leeast twenty years
so ennvironmental monitoriing techniquues making
g use of theese data cann be set up
p as a
sustaainable tooll for the neext decadess. To what concerns saatellite dataa, three typ
pes of
missiions have already
a
beeen launchedd (Sentinel-1 for radarr acquisitionn, Sentinel--2 for
Veryy High resolution imag
gery (10m rresolution in
n the visible bands) annd Sentinel--3 for
Mediium resoluttion imagery
y (300m re solution in visible and
d thermal baands). All data
d is
availlable can bee downloadeed free of chharge. In this study we present thee use of Sen
ntinel2 datta for monittoring the coastline evoolution and stabilisation. For eachh available image
i
(clouud-free) the coastline iss extracted ffrom the rad
diometry.
3. Reesults and discussion
d
We ppresent on thhe followin
ng image (figgure 1) the coastline ev
volution forr the last mo
onths.
The sea level (eexpressed from
f
the naautical chartt datum) is also indicaated. From these
inforrmation (a little less thaan 15 Sentinnel-2 imagees have been used), ann evolution of
o the
coasttline and off the transpo
orted volum
me of sedimeent have beeen assessed..

Figuure 1. Evoluution of coa
astline, Laayyoune, from
m 2016, Septtember to 20017, Septem
mber.
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4. Conclusions
The method that has been used here for coastline evolution is not very innovative in
itself (this has been largely used in the past but with one or a couple of images). The
novelty comes from the fact that a free flux of EO data is now available from
Copernicus program that open the door to enough information to do dynamic studies
and bring information on the estimation of longshore sedimentary transport (which,
although being very sensitive information, is always difficult to validate).
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